Deep neural networks (DNNs) are now a central component of nearly all state-of-the-art speech recognition systems. Part of the promise of DNNs is their ability to represent increasingly complex functions as the number of DNN parameters increases. This paper investigates the performance of DNNbased hybrid speech recognition systems as DNN model size and training data increase. Using a distributed GPU architecture, we train DNN acoustic models roughly an order of magnitude larger than those typically found in speech recognition systems. DNNs of this scale achieve substantial reductions in final system word error rate despite training with a loss function not tightly coupled to system error rate. However, training word error rate improvements do not translate to large improvements in test set word error rate for systems trained on the 300 hour Switchboard conversational speech corpus. Scaling DNN acoustic model size does prove beneficial on the Fisher 2,000 hour conversational speech corpus. Our results show that with sufficient training data, increasing DNN model size is an effective, direct path to performance improvements. Moreover, even smaller DNNs benefit from a larger training corpus.
Introduction
Deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models have driven tremendous improvements in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) in recent years. Initial research hypothesized that DNNs work well because of unsupervised pretraining [1] . However, DNNs with random initialization yield state-of-the-art LVCSR results for several speech recognition benchmarks [2, 3, 4] . Instead, it appears that modern DNN-based systems are quite similar to long-standing neural network acoustic modeling approaches [5, 6, 7] . Modern DNN systems build on these fundamental approaches but utilize increased computing power, training corpus size, and function optimization heuristics.
Recent research on DNN acoustic models for speech explores network architecture and optimization variants to improve system performance. Several authors found rectified linear units and similar non-sigmoidal hidden units beneficial for DNNs in LVCSR [8, 9, 10] . While most approaches use densely-connected networks, emerging evidence suggests convolutional neural network approaches may be beneficial as well [11] . Modifying network architecture can lead to more tractable optimization, as in the case of tying weights in convolutional networks for image recognition.
Specializing network architecture to better suit a task of interest is an effective but sometimes time-consuming approach to increasing the performance of DNNs with limited representational capacity [12] . Similarly, task-specific loss functions in speech recognition better guide the training of acoustic models with limited representational capacity [3, 4] . While sometimes effective, specializing network architectures and loss functions is laborious and can sometimes lead to techniques which do not generalize beyond a corpus, language, or application.
Scaling Deep Neural Network Acoustic Models
Our work directly increases the representational capacity of DNNs by training models with roughly ten times more parameters than the number typically used for DNN acoustic models. The ability to directly add parameters, and hence representational capacity, is a driving force behind the resurgence of interest in neural networks in an era when datasets available for training continue to grow in size. DNN models with hundreds of millions to billions of parameters are now possible to train and have shown great promise when applied to tasks in computer vision [13, 14] . Our work applies DNNs of this scale to acoustic modeling, and outlines a path towards leveraging DNNs of this size in LVCSR systems. The benefits of additional training data and representational capacity are clear from the progression of speech recognition research to date. Indeed, about fifteen years ago speech researchers found that increasing the layer size and training data for a single hidden layer MLP improved broadcast news word error rates [15] . Our work shares similar motivation but seeks to explore the performance potential of DNNs with multiple hidden layers, hundreds of millions of parameters, and thousands of hours of speech. Recent work on transcribing YouTube videos trains on 1,780 hours of audio data, but uses a DNN with only about 20 million parameters overall [16] . At present, training DNNs of a substantially larger size is difficult as doing so in a reasonable amount of time requires specialized software and hardware infrastructure [17, 18] .
This work utilizes distributed GPU hardware and software to train DNNs roughly ten times larger than those typically used in speech recognition tasks. With a standard training loss function and 300 hours of training data, DNNs of this scale reduce the training data word error rate substantially. However, test set performance of large DNNs shows diminishing returns as a function of size. Based on this finding we evaluate dropout regularization to improve the generalization performance of the final LVCSR system. We additionally experiment with a much larger 2,000 hour training corpus as a path towards better leveraging the potential benefits of large DNN acoustic models.
Experiments
Our first set of experiments evaluates the performance of large DNN acoustic models trained with the standard cross-entropy loss function. Because WER, not cross entropy, is the final metric of interest, it is unclear whether a large capacity model which substantially reduces cross entropy cost will benefit WER performance. To better understand the capabilities of large DNN acoustic models we perform two sets of experiments. First, we use the standard Switchboard 300 hour corpus. This is a wellstudied dataset for speech recognition and generally considered of sufficient size for most types of experimental validation. Second, we use the Fisher 2,000 hour corpus as it contains substantially more data to leverage the capabilities of large DNNs.
Switchboard 300 Hour Corpus
We first carry out LVCSR experiments on the 300 hour Switchboard conversational telephone speech corpus (LDC97S62). The baseline GMM system and forced alignments are created using the Kaldi open-source toolkit 1 [19] . The baseline recognizer has 8,986 sub-phone states and 200k Gaussians. The DNN is trained to estimate state likelihoods which are then used in a standard hybrid HMM/DNN setup. Input features for the DNNs are MFCCs with a context of +/-10 frames. Per-speaker CMVN is applied and speaker adaptation is done using fMLLR. The features are also globally normalized prior to training the DNN. Overall, the baseline GMM system setup largely follows the existing 's5b' Kaldi recipe and we defer to previous work for details [4] . For recognition evaluation, we report on a test set consisting of both the Switchboard and CallHome subsets of the HUB5 2000 data (LDC2002S09) as well as a subset of the training set consisting of 5,000 utterances.
We explore three different model sizes by varying the total number of parameters in the network. The number of hidden layers is fixed to five, so altering the total number of parameters affects the number of hidden units in each layer. All hidden layers in a single network have the same number of hidden units. The hidden layer sizes are 2048, 3953 and 5984 which respectively yield models with approximately 36 million (M), 100M and 200M parameters. There are 8,986 output classes which results in the output layer being the largest single layer in any of our networks. In DNNs of the size typically studied in the literature this output layer often consumes a majority of the total parameters in the network. For example in our 36M parameter model the output layer comprises 51% of all parameters. In contrast, the output layer in our 200M model is only 6% of total parameters. Many output classes occur rarely so devoting a large fraction of network parameters to class-specific modeling could be wasteful. Previous work explores factoring the output layer to increase the relative number of shared parameters [16, 20] , but this effect occurs naturally by substantially increasing network size.
All models use hidden units with the rectified linear nonlinearity. For optimization, we use Nesterov's accelerated gradient with a smooth initial momentum schedule which we clamp to a maximum of 0.95 [21] . The stochastic updates are on minibatches of 512 examples. After each epoch, or full pass through the data, we anneal the learning rate by half. Training is stopped after improvement in the cross entropy objective evaluated on held out development set falls below a small tolerance threshold.
In order to efficiently train models of the size mentioned above, we distribute the model and computation across several GPUs using the distributed neural network infrastructure proposed by [18] . Our GPU cluster and distributed training software is capable of training up to 10 billion parameter DNNs. We restrict our attention to models in the 30M -200M parameter range. In preliminary experiments we found that DNNs with 200M parameters are representative of DNNs with over one billion parameters for this task. We train models for this paper in a model-parallel fashion by distributing the parameters across four GPUs. A single pass through the training set for a 200M parameter DNN takes approximately 1.5 days. In total, the experiments presented in this paper represent (excluding preliminary experiments) about two months of compute time on our distributed GPU cluster. Table 1 shows frame-level and WER evaluations of acoustic models of varying size compared against our baseline GMM recognizer. We find that substantially increasing DNN size shows clear improvements in frame-level metrics. Our 200M parameter DNN halves the development set cross entropy cost of the smaller 36M parameter DNN -a substantial reduction. However, cross entropy is not always a good proxy for WER performance of a final system so we evaluate WER on a subset of the training data as well as the final evaluation sets. Large DNN acoustic models substantially reduce WER on the training set. Indeed, our results suggest that further training set WER reductions are possible by continuing to increase DNN model size. However, the gains we observe on the training set in WER do not translate to large performance gains on the evaluation sets. While there is a small benefit of using models larger than the 36M DNN baseline size, building models larger than 100M parameters does not prove beneficial for this task.
To better understand the dynamics of training large DNN acoustic models, we plot training and evaluation WER performance during DNN training. Figure 1 shows WER performance for our 100M and 200M parameter DNNs after each epoch of cross entropy training. We find that training WER reduces fairly dramatically at first and then continues to decrease at a slower but still meaningful rate. In contrast, nearly all of our evaluation set performance is realized within the first three or four epochs of training. This has two important practical implications for large DNN training for speech recognition. First, large acoustic models are not beneficial but do not exhibit a strong over-fitting effect where evaluation set performance improves for awhile before becoming increasingly worse. Second, it may be possible to utilize large DNNs without prohibitively long training times by utilizing our finding that most performance comes from the first few epochs, even with models at our scale.
Improving Generalization
Dropout is a recently-introduced technique to prevent overfitting during DNN training [2] . The dropout technique randomly masks out hidden unit activations during training, which prevents co-adaptation of hidden units. For each example observed during training, each unit has its activation set to zero with probability p ∈ [0, 0.5]. Several experiments demonstrate dropout as a good regularization technique for tasks in computer vision and natural language processing [13, 22] . [8] found a reduction in WER when using dropout on a 10M parameter DNN acoustic model for a 50 hour broadcast news LVCSR task. Dropout additionally yielded performance gains for convolutional neural networks with less than 10M parameters on both 50 and 400 hour broadcast news LVCSR tasks [11] . While networks which employ dropout during training were found effective in these studies, the authors did not perform control experiments to measure the impact of dropout alone. We train DNN acoustic models with dropout to compare generalization WER performance against that of the DNNs presented in Section 3.1. The probability of dropout p is a hyper-parameter of DNN training. We evaluated several settings p ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5} and found p = 0.1 to yield the best generalization performance. Table 2 shows the test set performance of DNN acoustic models of varying size trained with dropout.
DNNs trained with dropout improve over the baseline model for all acoustic model sizes we evaluate. The improvement is a consistent 0.2% to 0.4% reduction in absolute WER on the test set. While beneficial, dropout seems insufficient to fully harness the representational capacity of our largest models. Additionally, we note that hyper-parameter selection was critical to finding any gain when using dropout. With a poor setting of the dropout probability p preliminary experiments found no gain and often worse results from training with dropout.
Fisher 2,000 Hour Corpus
On the Switchboard 300 hour corpus we observed limited benefits from increasing DNN model size for acoustic modeling, even with a variety of techniques to improve generalization per- formance. We next explore the impact of DNN model size on a much larger speech corpus than Switchboard, the Fisher 2,000 hour conversational speech corpus [23] . The Fisher corpus contains 23,394 unique speakers compared to the 4,870 unique speakers in our Switchboard training set. Like Switchboard, Fisher speech comes from two-party telephone conversations of roughly ten minutes in length on a directed topic. However, Fisher uses semi-automated transcriptions which are slightly lower in quality as compared to the Switchboard transcriptions. We built a separate baseline HMM-GMM system using a nearly identical training recipe as that used in our Switchboard system. Although it is possible to build a substantially better HMM-GMM baseline with the increased amount of training data, we kept the number HMM states roughly equivalent to that of our Switchboard baseline. Our Fisher GMM baseline recognizer has 7,793 sub-phone states and 300K Gaussians. We build a language model using only the Fisher transcripts without additional text resources. For all DNN models we use a context window of +/-10 frames. To evaluate performance on the Fisher corpus we hold out a speaker-disjoint set of 5,000 utterances. Table 3 shows the performance of our baseline system on the Fisher evaluation set as well as the Hub5 evaluation sets to compare against our Switchboard-trained systems. Our Fisher baseline system performs comparably to our Switchboard baseline system (see Table 1 ).
We test the effect of training on more data by building DNN Table 3 : Results for baseline and DNN systems trained on the Fisher corpus. We evaluate word error rate and frame-level metrics on a speaker held-out subset of the Fisher corpus (FSH). For comparison we additionally evaluate models trained on Fisher using the same Hub5 2000 evaluation sets used in Table 1 . We train models using a 300 hour Fisher subset and the full 2,000 hour corpus. acoustic models for the full 2,000 hour dataset as well as a 300 hour subset of the training data. Our 300 hour training subset does not randomly sample from all speakers in the full training set. Instead, we construct 300 hours of data by adding all data for a speaker until the total number of hours reaches 300. Constructing training subsets in this way controls for the beneficial effects of observing large numbers of speakers. For both training set sizes, we train a DNN with 5 hidden layers of 5,984 hidden units for a total of 200M parameters. We additionally train baseline DNNs with 5 layers of 2,048 hidden units for a total of 36M parameters. DNN training uses the same procedure described in Section 3.1. Table 3 shows WER and frame-level performance metrics for DNNs trained on the Fisher corpus. With 36M parameter DNN acoustic models, increasing the training set size from 300 to 2,000 hours produces a significant gain on all WER evaluation sets. This DNN is of a scale representative of most DNN acoustic models used in practice. Our results suggest DNNs of even modest size improve performance when leveraging the larger 2,000 hour training set. We note that neither 36M parameter model trained on the Fisher corpus outperforms a 36M parameter DNN trained on Switchboard when evaluating in terms of the Switchboard evaluation sets. This is not surprising as training and testing on Switchboard presents a matched evaluation condition which facilitates generalization. To facilitate comparison across training corpora, we include results from our Switchboard systems on the Fisher evaluation set in Table 1 . We find that while the baseline GMM systems perform somewhat comparably across corpora, results from mismatched evaluation conditions are always worse.
With the Fisher corpus we observe significant gains from increasing the acoustic model size from 36M to 200M total parameters. On the Fisher evaluation set our 200M model achieves a 1.3% absolute reduction in WER from the 36M parameter model when both are trained on the full 2,000 hour corpus. However, when comparing across model sizes for DNNs trained on the 300 hour subset we find a much smaller gain of 0.6% from increasing DNN model size. Again this suggests that a large training corpus is necessary to fully take advantage of the capabilities of large DNNs for acoustic modeling. Our large DNN trained on the full Fisher corpus achieves a 0.7% absolute reduction in WER on the full Hub5 evaluation set over our best Switchboard-trained systems. Although Fisher data differs slightly from Switchboard, increasing model training set sizes provides a more direct path to performance improvements as compared to generalization techniques like dropout. It is also important to note that frame-level performance is substantially lower for Fisher corpus models as compared with Switchboard models. The low frame-level performance of even our 200M parameter model suggests there is still room to improve by increasing DNN model size to better fit the available training data.
Conclusion
This work built some of the largest DNN acoustic models thus far in LVCSR research -roughly ten times larger than most standard approaches reported in the literature. On the 300 hour Switchboard corpus, large DNNs trained with cross entropy reduce system training word error rate as the number of parameters in the DNN increases. This indicates that although the DNN cross entropy training objective is not the metric of interest, it suffices to substantially reduce system word error rate on the training set. We did, however, observe problems with generalizing training set word error rate gains to a test set on the Switchboard corpus.
To improve test set generalization on Switchboard we evaluated the dropout regularization technique. Consistent with previous results, we found that dropout provides a small reduction in system word error rate. Because dropout is a regularizer, it was most helpful for our largest model which were otherwise fitting the training set well but generalizing poorly.
An alternative approach to improving generalization beyond regularization is to increase the amount of training data. Indeed, we found more substantial gains by training acoustic models on the much larger 2,000 hour Fisher corpus than what we observed with dropout regularization. While it is difficult to compare results of models trained with different corpora and baseline systems, our results suggest that large acoustic models are most useful when trained with as much data as possible. We found the largest performance gains by utilizing the Fisher 2,000 hour training corpus. With more hours of training data, our largest DNN systems show clear performance gains on all evaluation sets as compared with systems with smaller DNN acoustic models.
This work suggests that scaling up model and dataset size may provide a more direct path than algorithmic modifications for improving ASR systems. Indeed, it is likely that more improvements are possible by scaling beyond 200M total parameters for the 2,000 hour Fisher corpus. We are continuing to investigate DNN scaling properties by building larger acoustic models and evaluating the effect of network hyper-parameter choices like number of layers. Finally, we are improving our baseline GMM for the Fisher corpus to achieve the best possible results with the available training data.
